Although cis-regulatory binding sites (CRBSs) are at least as important as the coding sequences in a genome, our general understanding of them in most sequenced genomes is very limited due to the lack of efficient and accurate experimental and computational methods for their characterization, which has largely hindered our understanding of many important biological processes. In this article, we describe a novel algorithm for genome-wide de novo prediction of CRBSs with high accuracy. We designed our algorithm to circumvent three identified difficulties for CRBS prediction using comparative genomics principles based on a new method for the selection of reference genomes, a new metric for measuring the similarity of CRBSs, and a new graph clustering procedure. When operon structures are correctly predicted, our algorithm can predict 81% of known individual binding sites belonging to 94% of known cis-regulatory motifs in the Escherichia coli K12 genome, while achieving high prediction specificity. Our algorithm has also achieved similar prediction accuracy in the Bacillus subtilis genome, suggesting that it is very robust, and thus can be applied to any other sequenced prokaryotic genome. When compared with the prior state-of-the-art algorithms, our algorithm outperforms them in both prediction sensitivity and specificity.
INTRODUCTION
While a biological function of a cell is the result of specific interactions of a set of gene products-proteins and RNAs expressed in the cell under certain physiological and environmental conditions, the controlling programs that specify when, where, how much, and how fast a specific set of proteins and RNAs should be expressed are mainly defined in the non-coding functional sequences, in particular, the cis-regulatory binding sites (CRBSs) through their interactions with specific transcription factors (TFs). In prokaryotes, several adjacent genes on the same strand of DNA often form an operon and are cotranscribed as a polycistronic mRNA. Genes in an operon generally share the same transcription initiation and termination control signals and machinery. In eubacteria, gene transcription initiation is controlled by the s-factor of the RNA polymerase together with other specific TFs that respectively bind to the promoter and CRBSs located in the upstream region of an operon. Typically, a genome encodes far fewer TFs than the number of operons, therefore each TF usually regulates multiple operons (for the convenience of this discussion, we also call a singleton gene an operon). The collection of the operons that are regulated by a TF is called the regulon of the TF. As some operons are regulated by more than one TF, an operon can belong to different regulons. The set of similar CRBSs recognized by a TF is called its cis-regulatory motif, or binding site motif.
Although great advances have been made in identifying the coding sequences in prokaryotic genomes using computational methods alone, it remains an unsolved task for both the experimental and computational biology communities to efficiently and accurately identify all the CRBSs in a genome. Therefore, no single organism has so far had most of its cis-regulatory systems characterized; and even for the most well-studied prokaryotic model organism E. coli K12, researchers have only characterized partial CRBSs for 125 of the $314 estimated TFs in its genome through decades of research (1) . As a result, except for a handful of strains, such as E. coli K12 (1) and B. subtilis (2), we know very little about the cis-regulatory systems in all sequenced prokaryotic genomes (3) . The lack of a holistic understanding of the cis-regulatory systems in these organisms has hindered our understanding of many important biological processes such as development, differentiation, evolution, disease and specialized biological functions of many organisms. Hence, there is an urgent need in the biological research community for an efficient and accurate computational method for predicting all possible cis-regulatory systems in sequenced prokaryotic genomes.
Prediction of CRBSs has been a consequence of the development of computational methods for modeling CRBSs over the past almost three decades (4, 5) . The early attempts to predict new CRBSs started by compiling known binding sites of interest, and then the sequence profile of these known CRBSs was used to search for additional ones in the genome of interest (6, 7) . With the advent of microarray gene expression profiling technologies and availability of increasing numbers of sequenced genomes, numerous motif-finding algorithms have been developed to identify overrepresented segments of sequences as potential CRBSs from a set of regulatory regions of a few co-regulated genes (8, 9) . Later, Gelfand et al. introduced the phylogenetic footprinting technique (10) to predict CRBSs of a TF whose regulon members are at least partially known, in a group of related genomes (11, 12) . This method and its variants have been widely adapted to predict the CRBSs and the regulon of a TF in related bacterial or archaeal species (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) . However, these methods cannot be scaled up at genome scale for all possible CRBSs because the regulon information is largely unknown for most of sequenced genomes. Structurebased algorithms have also been developed to predict new CRBSs for a TF whose structure is known (23, 24) ; nevertheless, these methods have only had limited application, since accurate structures of most TFs are not available yet. To our knowledge, the first genome-wide CRBS and regulon prediction was carried by van Nimwegen et al. (25) . They used Monte Carlo sampling of the putative binding sites to partition thousands of short conserved DNA sequences into clusters, which were identified by phylogenetic footprinting methods and each cluster was predicted as a cis-regulatory motif. However, this approach only predicted $100 motifs/regulons in E. coli K12 (25) . Later, Qin et al. (26) used a Bayesian clustering algorithm to group similar putative binding sites predicted in E. coli K12 by phylogenetic footprinting in an earlier work (27) , and predicted 192 motifs covering only 438 operons. More recently, Alkema et al. (28) proposed yet another phylogenetic footprinting-based algorithm using a rather simple algorithm to cluster putative CRBSs into clusters or motifs which were then used to scan the genome for additional ones. One of the major problems of all these algorithms is that they assume that the input motifs predicted by motif-finding algorithms are true binding sites. However, this assumption may not be valid, as recent studies have shown that, of the surveyed popular motif-finding programs including those used in these studies, the best predicted at most 40% known binding sites in the input intergenic sequences, with high false positive prediction rates (29, 30) . This would partially explain their generally low prediction accuracy. Although Pritsker et al. (31) have used multiple motifs predicted by a motif-finding tool from pooled orthologous intergenic sequences in fungi strains to predict CRBSs in a genome scale, their coverage was not high either, because a limited number of genomes were used, and a rather simple motif clustering method was employed. In another early study, Li et al. (32) attempted to identify clusters of overrepresented bipartite patterns in the intergenic sequences in E. coli K12 as possible cis-regulatory motifs, but this method is limited as not all binding sites are bipartite, and the power of comparative genomics was not explored. As a result, only one third of known CRBSs were predicted by this method (32) . The PhyloNet algorithm is probably the most recent development for genome-wide de novo prediction of CRBSs in simple eukaryotic (33) and prokaryotic (34) genomes. PhyloNet finds binding site motifs through clustering multiple motifs identified by a motif finder in the orthologous intergenic sequences of closely related genomes. However, to speed up the motif comparison process, PhyloNet reduces the continuous motif profile space to a discrete one (33) , which would sacrifice the sensitivity to detect highly degenerate CRBSs. Furthermore, sub-motifs of the same TF are not effectively clustered by PhyloNet to form a unique motif (33, 34) .
In our opinion, the difficulty of genome-wide de novo prediction of CRBSs has three causes. First, CRBSs are short with a length of 6-30 base pairs (bp), and the sequences are degenerate (9) , while residing in usually long non-coding sequences where the chance for the random occurrence of a sequence similar to a CRBS is high. Second, there is no general pattern in CRBSs; any segment of a sequence can be potentially a CRBS as long as there is a TF that can specifically bind it. Third, these sequence-based cis-regulatory motif prediction algorithms attempt to model the 3D protein-DNA interaction events with a sequence pattern finding problem, which cannot possibly capture all of the biophysical aspects of the protein-DNA interactions, thus a rather high false positive prediction rate is almost unavoidable. This might explain why all the surveyed motif-finding programs can only predict at most 40% known binding sites, although different algorithms may have complementary predictions (29, 30) .
In this article, we have developed a novel algorithm called 'GLECLUBS' (GLobal Ensemble CLUsters of Binding Sites) for the genome-wide de novo prediction of CRBSs in prokaryotic genomes by circumventing these difficulties. We have applied it to the E. coli K12 and B. subtilis genomes, where a relatively large number of CRBSs are known for validation purposes. The algorithm has achieved rather high prediction accuracy and robustness, and it outperforms the prior algorithms compared. The software package is freely available upon request.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
The protein sequences, genome sequences and their annotation files of a total of 139 g-proteobacteria and 124 firmicutes were downloaded from the NCBI RefSeq database at (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes). The known CRBSs of E. coli K12 and B. subtilis were downloaded from RegulonDB v6.0 (35) and DBTBS release 5 (2), respectively. Known and predicted TFs were downloaded from the DBD database (36) . A compendium of microarray dataset from E. coli K12 collected under 380 experiments using the Affymetrix Õ platform were downloaded from the M 3D database (37) .
The design of the algorithm
The GLECLUBS algorithm is based on a comparative genomics approach and its flowchart is shown in Figure 1 . Given a target genome, e.g. E. coli K12, for which we want to predict all possible CRBSs, we first select a group of closely related reference genomes using a new method (see below). For each operon o in the target genome, we identify its orthologous operons in all the reference genomes, and extract their corresponding upstream inter-operonic sequences to form a sequence set I o . We assume that some sequences in I o share some similar CRBSs for a set of orthologous TFs encoded in the target genome and some of the reference genomes. Based on this assumption, and for the convenience of discussion, we loosely define a cis-regulatory motif as the set or a subset of the binding sites of a TF in the target genome and of its orthologs in the reference genomes.
Since the existing motif-finding algorithms can only predict a small fraction of the true CRBSs present in the input intergenic sequences, and different algorithms produce complementary predictions (29, 30) , we applied multiple (k) complementary motif-finding algorithms to each sequence set I o to harvest as many true binding sites as possible. In addition, since a motif with the highest score returned by a motif-finding algorithm may not necessarily be the true binding motif, a relatively low-ranked prediction can be a true one instead (29, 30) , we kept the top m i motifs found by the i-th motif-finding algorithm to include even more true binding sites. All these putative motifs are designated the input motifs. In order to separate the correctly predicted motifs from spurious ones in the set of input motifs, we computed the similarity scores between pairs of input motifs using a new metric (see below), and constructed a weighted graph called the motif similarity graph, in which a node represents an input motif, and two nodes are connected by an edge if and only if the similarity score between their corresponding input motifs is greater than a preset cutoff b with the similarity score being the weight of the edge ( Figure 2 ). We reason that a true motif is more likely to be predicted by multiple tools than are spurious ones, when based on the same interoperonic sequence set associated with an operon in the target genome if its binding sites are conserved beyond a certain level. Furthermore, a true motif is also more likely than a spurious one to have multiple similar motifs predicted in different sets of inter-operonic sequences associated with different operons, simply because all of these operons are regulated by the same TF, and therefore are expected to contain similar CRBSs. In other words, true binding site motifs are more likely to form highly connected sub-graphs with high weights on the edges in the motif similarity graph than are spurious ones, because the probability for multiple similar spurious motifs to occur by chance should be low. Our algorithm was then designed to identify 'condensed sub-graphs' as possible true binding site motifs. However, due to the degenerate nature, the similarity between two subsets of a motif may not be significantly high (see below), making our task of 'separating true motifs from spurious ones' in a single step not easy. To overcome this difficulty and find the condensed subgraphs, we designed a graph clustering algorithm that iteratively constructs and clusters graphs to gradually filter out the spurious motifs in the motif similarity graph ( Figure 1 ). We found that only three iterations were needed to asymptotically converge on the optimal prediction accuracy. We then refined the resulting subgraphs/clusters, and ranked them according to the quality of the best motif that each cluster contains. Each topranked cluster is predicted to be a putative cis-regulatory binding motif, and the genes associated with it are predicted to form a regulon.
Predictions of orthologs and operons
Orthologous proteins and their genes between two genomes were predicted by the bidirectional best hits
Select reference genomes
Identify quasi-cliques for each sub-graph. For each quasi-clique, find the best motif in the sequences from target genome.
Extend sequences in each cluster, and find the best motif with automatically-detected width for each cluster.
C B A
For each operon o in the target genome, construct inter-operonic sequence set I o .
Apply k motif finding tools to each I o , and each tool i returns its top m i motifs, which form the input motifs.
Compute the similarity score between pairs of motifs, and construct the motif similarity graph using a score cutoff β.
Cut the similarity graph into smaller subgraphs (clusters) using the MCL algorithm.
Refine and rank the resulting clusters, and each cluster is predicted to be a binding site motif. Execute the routes in A, B, and C order Figure 1 . Flowchart of the GLECLUBS algorithm for genome-wide de novo CRBS predictions.
method (38) using the BLASTP algorithm with an E-value cutoff 10 -20 for both searches. Operons in each genome were predicted by the algorithm described in (39) , which performed best among all other predictors when evaluated by Brouwer et al. (40) .
Selection of reference genomes
Since gene transcription regulatory networks tend to evolve very rapidly (41, 42) , we selected a genome as a reference genome not only based on its evolutionary relationship to the target genome, but also based on its shared gene transcription regulatory networks with the target genome. To this end, we represented the distribution of a total of n known and predicted TFs of the target genome (downloaded from DBD database (36)) in a related genome G j by a bit vector G j (b 1 , b 2 , . . ., b i , . . ., b n ), where b i = 1, if the i-th TF of the target genome has an ortholog in G j , otherwise b i = 0. The Hamming distance between each pair of these TF distribution vectors was used to construct a neighbor-joining tree. We typically selected a monophyletic group including the target genome in this tree as reference genomes with too closely related genomes removed, and each genome has orthologs of at least 25% TFs in the target genome. We have selected this cutoff as it can generally include moderately related genomes according to other phylogenetic information (e.g. 16S RNA genes trees, data not shown), but exclude closely related parasitic genomes that are known to have a simpler gene transcriptional regulatory network due to their tremendous genome reductions. Using this criterion, we selected 55 from 139 sequenced g-proteobacteria, and 17 and 33 from 124 sequenced firmicutes as the reference genomes for the CRBS predictions in E. coli K12 (Figure S1 ), B. subtilis ( Figure S2 ) and S. oneidensis ( Figure S3 ) respectively.
Prediction of input motifs
Let G t be our target genome and G R be the set of m reference genomes G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G m . Each gene g in G t and its orthologs in all of the genomes in G R consist of an orthologous group O g . For each O g , we extract up to 800 bases upstream inter-operonic region of each gene in O g to form a sequence set J g according to the predicted operon structures in G t and G R , and we say that J g is associated with gene g. The union of all fJ g g associated with each gene g in an operon o of the target genome forms a larger interoperonic sequence set I o if it contains at least five sequences, and we call that I o is associated with the operon o. That is, I o =[ g2o J g . We apply k motif-finding tools to each I o , and the i-th tool returns its top m i predicted motifs. All the tools return the same length motifs at this point. Thus, there are AE k i¼1 m i motifs identified from each I o . If there are n operons in the target genome, we will end up with a total of nAE k i¼1 m i input motifs. In order to distinguish the true motifs from the spurious ones in these input motifs based on the assumption that a true motif is likely to have multiple similar copies in these input motifs, whereas a spurious one will not, we need to compute the similarity between a pair of input motifs. Although several metrics have been developed previously to quantify the similarity of sequence motifs (43) (44) (45) (46) , none of them resulted in a satisfactory results for our purpose (see 'Results' section), therefore we define the following metric.
Computing the similarity between two sequence motifs Let M be a sequence motif containing n sequences with length L, andF M ¼ ð f M ðb, iÞÞ 4Â L be the base frequency matrix of the motif M. The profile matrix of M is defined as, The information content of column i of the profile matrix P M is defined as, Figure S4 ). We define the likelihood score for P 1 to generate F 2 as
Similarly, we define the likelihood score for P 2 to generate F 1 as,
Notably, the denominators of the two score functions are the upper bounds of their numerators, which are used to normalize the scores. We then define the (motif-motif) similarity score between M 1 and M 2 as
Note that we use the information content of each column to attenuate the influence of the low information parts, and to enhance the effect of the high information parts of the profile on the similarity score. We computed the similarity between any two motifs from different inter-operonic sequence sets. For the motifs from the same inter-operonic sequence set, we only calculated the similarity between the pair of motifs whose sequences from the target genome have a large overlap (!50%).
To compute the similarity scores between sub-motifs of a known motif that has n known binding sites (we only consider the motifs that have at least three binding sites), we randomly selected (n À k þ 1) sub-sets (submotifs) of size k with replacement from the n binding sites, k ¼ 1, :::, n. Therefore, there are nðn þ 1Þ=2 submotifs for each known motif. Pair-wise similarity scores among these sub-motifs were then computed for each known motif.
Prediction of cis-regulatory motifs
We predicted all possible CRBSs in the target genome through the following algorithm.
Step 1. Construct the motif similarity graph. Given the computed similarity scores between pairs of input motifs, we constructed the motif similarity graph using the input motifs as the nodes. We connected any two nodes if the similarity score between their corresponding motifs was greater than a preset cutoff b, and assigned the similarity score as the weight of the edge.
Step 2. Cut the motif similarity graph into smaller subgraphs. The above constructed motif similarity graph was usually very large. To efficiently cut this graph into smaller condensed subgraphs, we applied the Markov clustering (MCL) algorithm (47) to the graph. MCL iteratively computes random walks determined by a Markov chain through alternately executing two operators (expansion and inflation) on a stochastic matrix. We kept the resulting clusters that contained at least three input motifs for further analysis, and discarded the rest.
Step 3. Find cliques from each of the resulting subgraphs obtained by MCL. For each node in a subgraph obtained by MCL, we found a clique associated with it. This can be done by repeatedly deleting its neighbor node with the minimum-degree, until a clique is formed ( Figure S5 ). If at least two nodes have the same minimum degree, we break the tie by deleting the node with the minimum sum of weights of its incident edges. Although finding all the cliques with maximal nodes in a large graph is impossible because the Maximum Clique Problem is NPhard (48), this greedy algorithm searches for exactly one clique associated with each node, and thus is rather fast (for a node v with degree d v , its time complexity is O d 2 v À Á ; and since the graph is sparse, v is usually small). We discarded the nodes/motifs that were not included in a clique. Note that a node could appear in multiple different cliques identified by this algorithm.
Step 4. Construct quasi-cliques by merging cliques. We noted that cliques were too strict for clustering the binding sites of the same motif, as many known binding sites of the same motif were separated into different cliques due to their low similarity; therefore we needed to combine them. To this end, we first deleted the redundant cliques, and computed the overlapping rate of two cliques C a and C b , defined as
If r ab > d and R ab > e, where d and e are two preset cutoff values, and d > e, then we merged C a and C b into a so-called quasi-clique Q ab ( ¼ 0:9 and e ¼ 0:7 in our current applications). Notably, a node could appear in different quasi-cliques due to its appearance in multiple cliques.
Step 5. Construct target genome specific non-overlapping sequence sets. For each quasi-clique, we extracted the sequences from the target genome, and merged the overlapping sequences to form a target genome-specific sequence set.
Step 6. Predict renewed motifs. We applied a motif-finding tool (MEME) to each of the constructed target genome specific sequence sets, and kept the best motif, which we called a renewed motif and discarded the rest of sequences in the set.
Step 7. Cluster the renewed motifs. We computed the similarity scores between pairs of renewed motifs and repeated steps 1 and 2 to group these motifs into new clusters.
Step 8. Merge and extend sequences in each cluster. We first merged the sequences in each new cluster into a new non-overlapping sequence set. To fix the drawbacks of using a fixed length in our motif-finding processes so far, we then extended each sequence on both ends by a fixed length (10 bases) by padding its flanking genome sequences.
Step 9. Repeat Steps 6 and 7. For each extended non-overlapping sequence set, we used the motif-finding tool MEME to find the best motif with motif length being automatically determined in the region 6-22 bp, and then grouped these motifs into clusters by repeating Steps 6 and 7.
Step 10. Refine clusters. We applied MEME again to each cluster obtained in Step 9 with motif length being automatically determined in the region 6-22 bp. The sequences recovered by the top 10 motifs by MEME in each cluster formed our final predicted motifs in that cluster, since we noted that MEME and other motif-finding tools tended to find different parts of the same binding site motif in its different top-ranked predictions.
Step 11. Rank the predicted motifs/clusters. The resulting clusters from
Step 10 varied in terms of the quality of the putative motif that each contained, and thus the likelihood of their correspondence to a true cis-regulatory binding motif. In addition, the same sequence could appear in different clusters, we needed to determine the most possible cluster/motif to which it should belong. To this end, we ranked the clusters according to the similarity of the sequences in a cluster. For this purpose, we computed a cluster quality score for each cluster defined as
where n is the number of sequences in the best L-length motif found by MEME in step 10, Iði,PÞ is the information content of column i of the profile matrix P of the best motif, and N is the number of sequences in the cluster. A score similar to ClusterScore was also used in the BioProspector algorithm to measure the quality of a motif (49) . We assume that a high ClusterScore means high likelihood that the cluster corresponds to a true cis-regulatory binding motif. Therefore, we ranked the clusters/motifs in descending order according to their ClusterScores as the final output of the algorithm, and considered the highest-ranked cluster as the motif to which a sequence belongs if a sequence is assigned to difference clusters. A cutoff T can be used to predict the top T clusters as cis-regulatory motifs encoded in the target genome, according to the total number of TFs encoded in the target genome or the saturation of unique putative binding sites in the top T clusters.
RESULTS
The accuracy of operon predictions is a constraint on phylogenetic footprinting based cis-regulatory motif predictions
To insure the robustness of our algorithm and to popularize it for other less well-studied genomes which usually have no ample experimental data, we did not use the experimentally determined operon structures in E. coli K12. Instead, we predicted a total of 2396 operons including 1556 singleton and 840 multi-gene operons in the E. coli K12 genome, which cover 84.6% of the known operon structures (39) . Based on these operon predictions as well as those in the 55 reference genomes, we constructed 2313 inter-operonic sequence sets {I o } associated with the same number of operons in E. coli K12, each contains at least five sequences (see 'Materials and Methods' section). To evaluate the effect of the accuracy of operon predictions on the extraction of inter-operonic sequences, and thus, the CRBS predication, we used all of the 1642 known CRBSs (the 30 known binding sites of the RNA genes were excluded for analysis) in RegulonDB (v 6.0) to scan the predicted inter-operonic sequences in the E. coli K12 genome. We found that 1411 (86%) known CRBSs could be mapped to the predicted inter-operonic sequences ( Table 1 ), suggesting that under the current state-of-the-art operon prediction accuracy, about 14% of possible true binding sites will be missed, simply because of incorrect operon predictions. This conclusion is therefore in agreement with the operon prediction accuracy, as well as the finding by a recent survey study that current operon prediction algorithm can only predict about 80% known operon structures in E. coli K12 (40) . Therefore, the accuracy of operon predictions is a limiting factor for identifying all possible CRBSs in a prokaryotic genome using phylogenetic footprinting techniques.
Optimization of the combination and outputs of motif-finding tools
Based on the recent survey studies on the performance of the available motif-finding tools (29, 30, 50) , our preliminary experiments on more than a dozen of these tools for their complementarities and efficiency, as well as the type of algorithm that they are based upon, we selected six well-regarded ones for further evaluation of their performance on recovering the 1411 known binding sites in the extracted 2313 inter-operonic sequence sets {I o } of E. coli
K12, including CUBIC (51), BioProspector (49),
MotifSampler (52), MEME (53), CONSENSUS (54) and MDscan (55) . Although different motifs may have different lengths, most of these tools require specifying the length of motifs to be predicted. To find the optimal motif length used in these programs, we have tested different lengths from 8 to 22 bp with all these programs, and found that the motif length 16 bp performed best in recovering the known CRBSs/motifs in our extracted interoperonic sequences sets {I o } ( Figure S6 ). However, the other motif lengths 14-22 bp performed almost equally well ( Figure S6 ). Thus, the motif length parameter is rather robust in the range of 14-22 bp. We also noted that the distribution of the motif lengths of the known CRBSs in both RegulonDB and DBTBS were rather similar ( Figure S7 ), with 12-22 bp being the most predominate lengths. We thus selected 16 bp as the fixed motif length for these motif-finding tools in all our applications. Note that we did not use any more recently developed motif-finding tools that incorporate phylogenetic information of the input inter-operonic sequences, because these algorithms are mainly designed to predict CRBSs in eukaryotic genomes (56) (57) (58) (59) (60) , and they require multiple sequence alignments or co-regulated genes as the inputs in addition to a phylogenetic tree of the input intergenic sequences. However, all these three pieces of information are not easily obtained for prokaryotes, because orthologous intergenic sequences from most related prokaryotic genomes cannot be reliably aligned, co-regulated genes are usually unknown for most sequenced prokaryotic genomes, and it is difficult to construct a phylogenetic tree that describes the evolution of all the inter-operonic sequences in prokaryotes due to massive horizontal gene transfer events during the course of their evolution.
As shown in the second column of Table 2 , of the 1411 known CRBSs that were correctly extracted in the interoperonic sequences, only 168-355 (12-25%) could be identified by these six programs as their best predictions. However, these programs did show complementary prediction effect, as 731 (52%) of these 1411 CRBSs could be jointly predicted by these six programs as their best predictions, even though this coverage was still not high enough. However, when multiple top motifs found by each tool were considered, the coverage of the 1411 CRBSs increased remarkably (Table 2 ). For instance, if each tool returned its top 25 motifs, then 1389 (98.4%) of these 1411 CRBSs could be recovered. Clearly, the more predicted motifs each tool returns, the more these 1411 CRBSs can be recovered. Nevertheless, too many motifs returned by each tool would also tremendously increase the spurious predictions, thus complicating the sequential steps of the algorithm. Furthermore, the number of the recovered known CRBSs actually entered a saturation phase when each tool returned more than 15 motifs (Table 2 ). We also noted that although these tools were in general complementary to one another, they did not perform equally well (Table 2) . Considering all of these factors and by comparing different combinations of the number of output motifs for each tool as shown in Table 3 , we selected a total of 40 motifs from the outputs of five of the six tools for each inter-operonic sequence set I o , which included the top 15 of MEME, the top 10 of BioProspector, and the top five of CUBIC, MDscan, and MotifSampler, respectively. The results from the CONSENSUS program were not used since almost all of its predictions were covered by other programs (Table 3 ). Therefore, we had a total of 2313 (I o )Â 40 = 92 520 input motifs for the E. coli K12 genome, The percentage in a brace is the recovery rate at that step of the prediction pipeline based on the previous step.
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The top 400 and 300 clusters predicted in E. coli K12 and B. subtilis, respectively. which contained 1316 (93%) of the 1411 known CRBSs in the extracted inter-operonic sequences (Table 3) . These 1316 identified known binding sites belong to 119 motifs (Table 1) . Obviously, most of the 92 520 input motifs were spurious predictions; thus, the objective of our algorithm was to identify the true binding sites from the spurious ones. We used these 1316 known CRBSs identified by the five tools in the whole set of 92 520 input motifs containing a very large number of sequences ($10 6 ) to evaluate the performance of our algorithm.
Our motif similarity metric outperforms the exiting metrics in separating relevant motifs from irrelevant ones
There are typically about 10 5 putative motifs in the set of input motifs. In order to facilitate the separation of true motifs from spurious ones in the motif similarity graph, we need a motif similarity metric that not only accurately measures the similarity between pairs of input motifs, but also can be efficiently computed. Specifically, we sought for a motif similarity metric that gives a high score for two relevant motifs, i.e. two sub-motifs of the motif of a TF, but a low score for two irrelevant motifs, i.e. two motifs for evolutionarily unrelated TFs or two spurious motifs. To this end, we designed a metric, and have compared it with six existing metrics for their capability of differentiating between relevant motifs and irrelevant ones. These compared existing metrics include Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC), average Kullback-Leibler (AKL, or relative entropy), average log-likelihood ratio (ALLR), 1ÀP-value of Chi-square (pCS), sum of squared distances (SSD) [for a survey of these metrics, see (45) ] and asymptotic covariance (AC) (46) (see Supplementary Method for the calculation of these metrics). As shown in Figure 3A , we plotted the distribution of the normalized motif similarity scores computed by each of these metrics among the input motifs (solid lines) and that of the normalized scores computed by each of these metrics among randomly selected sub-motifs of a known motif in RegulonDB (dashed lines). Since the majority of the input motifs are irrelevant to one another, a good metric should well-separate the bulk of the distribution of the scores among the input motifs and that of the scores among the sub-motifs of a known motif. As shown in Figure 3A and B, of all the metrics examined, our metric resulted in the smallest overlap between the distribution of the similarity scores among the input motifs and that of the similarity scores among the randomly selected (see 'Materials and Methods' section) sub-motifs of a known motif, suggesting that our metric outperforms these existing metrics in separating the relevant motifs from irrelevant ones. In other words, with our metric, a similarity score cutoff b can be chosen, such that as many as possible nodes that represent the sub-motifs of the motif of a TF are connected, while as many as possible nodes that represent sub-motifs of motifs of different TFs or of spurious motifs are disconnected. Therefore, the similarity graph constructed using our metric will have the sparsest edges while the relevant motifs are still likely to be connected. For example, with our metric, 85% of randomly sampled sub-motifs of known motifs had a raw similarity score greater than 0.05, and the graph constructed with this cutoff b = 0.05 contained only 1.6% of all possible edges of the motif similarity graph. In contrast, with the PCC metric, 85% of the sub-motifs of the known motifs have a raw similarity score greater than 0.35, but the graph constructed with this cutoff b = 0.35 contained 6.5% of all possible edges. Therefore, the motif similarity graph constructed using our metric will facilitate the our purpose to separate true motifs from spurious one, as it is easier to identify the highly connected subgraphs as possible true binding site motifs in a sparsely connected graph than in a densely connected one. Notably, although Mahony and coworkers (45) found that PCC and SSD were more efficient than the others to detect the similarities between familiar binding motifs, they are clearly not suitable for our purpose to separate true motifs from the spurious ones. This is because these two metrics in addition to AKL are biased to the correlation between the columns of the two compared motifs, whereas most of our predicted true motifs in the input motifs were partial, thus these metrics tend to score them low. Our method for selecting reference genomes facilitates the separation of relevant motifs from irrelevant ones
As shown in Figure 3C , the distribution of the motif similarity scores of the input motifs found by using the 55 reference genomes selected by our method is left-shifted compared with that of the input motifs found by using the 64 reference genomes selected by the conventional method, and that of the input motifs found by using all the sequenced 139 g-proteobacterial genomes. Therefore the bulk of the distribution of the motif similarity scores of the input motifs found by using the 55 reference genomes has least overlap with that of the similarity scores of the sub-motifs of a known motif in RegulonDB, indicating that the reference genomes selected by our method are more likely to facilitate the separation of true CRBSs from the spurious ones than are the reference genomes selected by the conventional method. However, the distribution of the motif similarity scores of the input motifs found by using the more closely related 16 genomes that form a monophyletic group from these 55 genomes ( Figure S1 ) is right-shifted compared with that of the input motifs found by using these 55 reference genomes, suggesting that reference genomes that are too closely related to the target genome does not improve the motiffinding due to their insufficient evolutionary divergence. Taking together, all these results suggest that the interoperonic sequence sets from the 55 reference genomes are more likely to facilitate the separation of true binding sites from spurious ones than from the 16, 64 and 138 reference genomes tested. Furthermore, the distribution of the similarity scores of the input motifs found in {I o }, each of which is the union of inter-operonic sequence set J g associated with each gene g in operon o, is also left-shifted compared with that of the input motifs found in fJ g g ( Figure 3C ), indicating that using I o for input motif discovery is more likely to facilitate the separation of true binding sites from spurious ones than using J g .
Selection of the motif similarity score cutoff for the construction of motif similarity graphs However, even using our motif similarity metric and these 55 selected reference genomes, the distribution of the similarity scores among the input motifs for the E. coli K12 genome still has a considerable overlap with that of the similarity scores of the sub-motifs of a known motif ( Figure 3C ). On other hand, Figure 3C shows that the optimal value of b that maximally separates these two distributions should lie around 0, although such a b value would still lead to a similarity graph in which some spurious motifs were connected, while some true ones were disconnected, suggesting that it is very challenging to separate the true motifs from spurious ones in a single step. Nonetheless, to find the possible optimal value of b, we have tested the b values in the range of [0, 0.5] for their recovering of known CRBSs in E. coli K12 identified by the five motif-finding tools, as we noted that it became impractical to effectively cut the similarity graph using the MCL algorithm (47) when b < 0 due to the too high density of the resulting graph, which is defined as the number of nodes divided by the number of edges in the graph. This observation is not surprising, because as shown in Figure S8 , the density of the similarity graph increases rapidly when b becomes less than 0. Nonetheless, our algorithm performed almost equally well with b in the range of [0, 0.1], though the recovered known CRBSs dropped sharply when b > 0.1 ( Figure S8 ), suggesting that the parameter b is also very robust in the range of [0, 0.1]. Accordingly, we chose b = 0.05 in this study to construct the initial motif similarity graph, which is a rather low cutoff, since it includes 99.7% of input motifs with at least one neighbor in the similarity graph of E. coli K12 ( Figure S8 ). However, as mentioned earlier, the graph constructed contains only 1.6% of all possible edges, thus, is rather sparse.
Prediction of CRBSs in E. coli K12-sensitivity and specificity of the algorithm
The final output of our algorithm is a list of ranked clusters of putative CRBSs. Each cluster presumably corresponds to a cis-regulatory motif recognized by a TF encoded in the target genome. Operons that are presumably regulated by the binding sites in each cluster are predicted to form the regulon of the TF. Ideally, the higher the rank of a cluster/motif/regulon, the higher confidence we have for the prediction. Furthermore, if the target genome encodes a total of T TFs, then the top T clusters/motifs of our prediction should largely cover the binding sites of these T TFs. In order to evaluate our algorithm according to these criteria, we first applied it to the E. coli K12 genome using the 55 reference genomes ( Figure S1 ). We first computed the recovery of the 1316 known binding sites in the input motifs by our top-ranked clusters. As shown in Figure 4A , with the increase in the number of top-ranked clusters, the cumulative recovery rate by the top-ranked clusters of these known binding sites in the input motifs increased very rapidly for the top 200 clusters, which recovered 71% of the known binding sites in the input motifs, and then it entered a saturation phase with slow linear increase around the top 300-400 clusters. With the top 400 clusters, our algorithm recovered 1065 (81%) of the 1316 known binding sites in the input motifs. We then computed the recovery rate by our top-ranked clusters of the 119 known motifs to which these 1316 known binding sites in the input motifs belong. We considered that a known motif was recovered by our prediction if more than 20% of its known binding sites were included in one of the top-ranked clusters. As shown in Figure 4B , again, with the increase in the number of topranked clusters, the cumulative recovery rate of known motifs by our top-ranked clusters increased even more rapidly for the top 200 clusters, which recovered 107 (90%) of the 119 known motifs, and then it entered a saturation phase with little increase around the top 300-400 clusters. With the top 400 clusters, our algorithm recovered 94% (112/119) these 119 known motifs. Therefore, our algorithm achieved rather high sensitivity in predicting the known binding sites as well as the known motifs. Interestingly, the E. coli K12 genome is estimated to encode a total of 271-400 TFs (including predicted and experimentally characterized) (41, 61, 62) , if these 119 known motifs were characterized by experimentalists randomly, then the saturation of the recovery rate of these known motifs around the top 300-400 clusters ( Figure 4B ) suggests that our top 400 clusters should have covered at least 20% binding sites for almost all of these 271-400 TFs encoded in the E. coli K12 genome. Furthermore, the rapidly increasing phase of the recovery rates of both known binding sites and known motifs in the input motifs suggests that the higher the rank of a cluster, the higher the likelihood that it is a true binding site motif.
To estimate the specificity of our predictions, we plotted the number of cumulative unique predicted binding sites (the overlap between any two sequences is fewer than eight bases) as a function of the rank of our top 1000 clusters. As shown in Figure 4C , the number of cumulative predicted unique binding sites increased in a way very similar to the cumulative recovery rate of the known binding sites with the increase in the number of top-ranked clusters ( Figure 4A ), and it saturated at 6662 around the top 400 clusters. This relatively small number (6662) of predicted unique binding sites compared with the 92 520 putative binding sites from the E. coli K12 genome in the input motifs and its saturation indicate that most sequences in our input motifs have been filtered out by our algorithm, and that most of them are likely spurious predictions. Therefore, our algorithm could effectively separate the true binding sites from the spurious ones. Furthermore, the fact that these 6662 unique putative binding sites recovered 1065 of 1316 known binding sites in the 92 520 putative binding site from the E. coli K12 genome (P < 10 -13 , according to a hyper-geometric distribution) strongly suggests that our algorithm has likely achieved high prediction specificity, although it is difficult to estimate this number accurately. The clusters that were ranked after 400 were generally small in size as shown in Figure 4D , and contained motifs of low quality, and thus were ranked low. The overlap of sequences in differently ranked clusters was caused by the clique finding and quasi-clique construction procedures of our algorithm (see 'Materials and Methods' section), in which an input motif can be assigned to multiple quasi-cliques due to ambiguity of motif similarity ( Figure 3A) . However, it was the clique finding and quasi-clique construction procedures that filtered out most of spurious motifs. Although most of the known binding sites (81%) were located in the top 400 clusters ( Figure 4A ), some were also located in clusters ranked after 400 due to such overlap. However, the top ranked clusters contained more known binding sites than low-ranked ones ( Figure 4E ). Thus, we believe that the motif determined by the highest-ranked cluster of a sequence is the most possible motif to which the sequence belongs. Furthermore, since the recovery rate of known binding sites and motifs, and the cumulative unique putative binding sites all became saturated around the top 400 clusters, we consider the top 400 clusters as possible cis-regulatory motifs encoded in the E. coli K12 genome. The top 20 clusters are summarized in Figure 5 . As shown in this figure, five of these top 20 clusters are highly enriched for known binding sites for seven TFs. In addition, although neither all of our the motif-finding tools were set, nor our algorithm was designed to identify motifs with special structures, more than half (12) of the top 20 clusters have palindromic, tandem repeat, or direct repeat structures ( Figure 5 ), suggesting that they are highly likely to be true binding sites. The predicted binding sites and the recovery of known binding sites in the top 400 clusters are available at our webpage (http://gleclubs.uncc.edu/pbs).
To evaluate the correspondence of the top-ranked clusters and the known binding site motifs, we first counted the number of known motifs that have their binding sites recovered by a top-ranked cluster. As shown in Figure 6A , 162 (40.5%) of the top 400 clusters contained binding sites of the 112 known motifs. Of these 162 clusters, 110 (67.9%) and 29 (17.9%) clusters contained known binding sites of one and two motifs, respectively; and only 23 clusters (14.2%) contained known binding sites of at least three known motifs. Thus, the majority (85.8%) of these 162 clusters corresponded to one or two known motifs. There are two reasons that a portion of our clusters contained binding sites of more than one known motifs. First, the binding sites of some TFs have overlaps. For instance, as shown in Figure 5 , the binding sites of CRP and FNR, which are overlapped in some promoters, were clustered in the eighth cluster. Second, the binding sites of some TFs of the same superfamily are very similar to one another (63, 64) , thus were often clustered together. For example, the binding sites of GalS, GalR and PurR, which belong to the same protein family, formed the 11-th cluster. These phenomena have also been noted by Qin et al. (26) . On other hand, the rest 238 (59.5%) of the top 400 clusters did not contain any known binding sites ( Figure 6A ). Interestingly, if the E. coli K12 genome encodes 314 TFs (61), then there are 314 À 125 = 189 TFs, for which we still do not know the binding sites. Based on the performance of our algorithm on the known binding site motifs, we further argue that the majority of these 238 of the top 400 clusters that contained no known binding sites are likely to correspond to new true binding site motifs, which is supported by gene expression data shown later.
We then counted the number of the top-ranked clusters that contain the binding sites of a known motif. As shown in Figure 6B , the binding sites of 47.8% and 19.5% of the 112 known motifs recovered by our top 400 clusters were clustered into 1, and 2 clusters, respectively. Thus, the majority (67.3%) of known motifs were clustered into less than three clusters in our top 400 clusters. One possible reason that the binding sites of some motifs were split by our algorithm into multiple clusters was that the similarity between some binding sites of the same motif can be very low as indicated by the distribution of the similarity scores among the sub-motifs of a known motif ( Figure 3A ). For example, even though the 248 known CRP binding sites form a palindromic motif, the information content in even the most conserved columns is not very high ( Figure 7A ). In fact, these 248 CRP binding sites can be further divided into at least three sub-motifs; i.e., a more information content-rich canonical palindromic submotif ( Figure 7B ), a T-rich sub-motif ( Figure 7C) , and an A-rich sub-motif ( Figure 7D ). These 248 known CRP binding sites were mainly distributed in three clusters of the top 400 clusters of our algorithm. Specifically, the eighth ( Figure 7E ), the 72-th ( Figure 7F ) and the 178-th clusters ( Figure 7G ) correspond to the palindromic canonical, T-rich and A-rich CRP binding sub-motifs, respectively. Interestingly, when the sequences of these three clusters were combined, they formed a motif similar to that of the 248 known CRP binding sites ( Figure 7A ). CRP probably binds these distinct sub-motifs through adapting difference structure configurations. Alternatively, there are might be errors in the 'known' CRP binding sites: CRP might recognize the T-rich and A-rich sub-motifs through other regulators. This phenomenon has also been noted by Qin et al. (26) .
Lastly, we analyzed the distribution of the predicted binding sites of the top 400 clusters in the predicted inter-operonic regions. Figure 4F shows that for the majority of operons, their upstream inter-operonic regions contained putative binding sites from less than 10 clusters of the top 400 clusters. These putative binding sites included the s-factor binding sites such as the 24-th cluster corresponding to the À10 s 70 -factor binding sites, and the 89-th cluster corresponding to the À35 s 70 -factor binding sites ( Figure S9 ). This distribution is generally in good agreement with that of the known binding sites (including s-factor binding sites) in the inter-operonic regions in E. coli K12, where most operons are under control of 1 $ 10 different TF binding sites ( Figure 4F ) except that the latter is left-shifted by one binding site relative to the former. However, these two distributions are likely to become more overlapped as more binding sites of more TFs are characterized. Furthermore, the putative binding sites of the top 400 clusters are distributed in the upstream regions of 2224 (96%) of the 2313 operons, thus we have predicted CRBSs for the most of the predicted operons in the genome, which is the largest coverage of operons achieved so far.
Validation of the CRBS and regulon predictions in E. coli K12 using a compendium of microarray gene expression datasets
To further validate our predicted CRBSs and regulons in E. coli K12, we computed the PCC score between the expression vectors for each pair of genes in each of the top 400 clusters/regulons, as well as for each pair of genes in each randomly selected 400 gene groups with the corresponding number of genes in the top 400 clusters/regulons (see 'Materials and Methods' section), using a compendium of 380 microarray gene expression datasets in E. coli K12 (37) . As shown in Figure 3D , genes in our predicted top 400 clusters tend to have higher absolute values of PCC scores than do the randomly selected gene groups (P < 10 -15 , 2 test). Moreover, the distribution of the absolute values of PCC scores of the genes in the clusters that do not contain known binding sites is almost the same as that of genes in the clusters that contain known binding sites ( Figure 3D ). These results strongly suggest that we have achieved the same level of prediction accuracy for the clusters that do not contain known binding sites as for those that contain known binding sites. Hence, our algorithm is not biased to the clusters that contain known binding sites, and therefore is very robust. We consider those clusters that do not contain known binding sites as putative new binding site motifs, and the genes associated with them as putative new regulons.
Prediction of CRBSs in B. subtilis-robustness of the algorithm
To further test the robustness of our algorithm, we applied it to the B. subtilis genome with exactly the same parameter settings as used for the E. coli K12 genome. In this case, we selected 17 firmicutes as the reference genomes that form a monophyletic clade in the tree of the 124 sequenced firmicutes ( Figure S2 ). There are 568 known CRBSs in B. subtilis as documented in DBTBS (2), belonging to 99 motifs. We extracted a total of 2,400 inter-operonic sequence sets according to the predicted operon structures in B. subtilis and the reference genomes. Of the 568 known binding sites in B. subtilis, 481 (85%) are located in the inter-operonic sequences according to our operon predictions, belonging to 98 motifs; and 450 (94%) of the 481 binding sites were correctly predicted by the motif-finding tools in the 96 000 (2400 Â 40) input motifs, belonging to 98 motifs (Table 1) . Interestingly, the similarity scores among these 96 000 input motifs and that of the sub-motifs of the known motifs in B. subtilis have similar distributions to those of the input motifs and sub-motifs of the known motifs in E. coli K12, respectively ( Figure 3C ). In addition, the density of the motif similarity graph as a function of the cutoff b is also similar to that of E. coli K12 ( Figure S8 ). As shown in Figure 4A and B, the recovery rates of both known binding sites and motifs increased very rapidly with the increase in the rank of the clusters, and then entered saturation phases at the top 300 clusters with small linear increase as seen in E. coli K12, suggesting that as in E. coli K12, high sensitivity of the prediction of individual binding sites as well as of motifs was achieved in B. subtilis. Similar to the predictions in E. coli K12, the saturation of the recovery rate of the known binding sites as well as motifs in the top-ranked clusters suggests that the higher the rank of a cluster, the more likely it is a true binding site motif. In addition, as in E. coli K12, the number of cumulative unique putative binding sites saturated at 6300 around the top 300 clusters (Figure 4C ), suggesting again that the spurious motifs were largely filtered out by our algorithm. However, note the faster saturation of the recovery rates of binding sites, motifs, and unique putative binding sites in B. subtilis than in E. coli K12, although both genomes encode similar numbers of genes (4105 vs. 4132) and operons (2400 vs. 2313). This might reflect that fewer TFs are possible encoded in the former than in the latter. Indeed, the E. coli K12 genome was estimated to encode 314 TFs (61), while the B. subtilis genome 237 TFs (65). Furthermore, the majority of the top-ranked clusters contain either no known binding sites or known binding sites of one to two motifs ( Figure 6A) , and the most known motifs are located in one to two clusters ( Figure 6B ) due to the same reasons discussed earlier. Figure 8 summarizes the top 20 clusters of our predictions in B. subtilis. As in E. coli K12, seven of these top 20 clusters correspond to one or two known motifs, and more than half (12/20) of them contain motifs of palindromic structure, suggesting that they are likely to be true binding motifs (Figure 8 ). The predicted binding sites and recovery of known binding sites in the top 300 clusters are available at our website (http://gleclubs.uncc.edu/pbs). Similar to E. coli K12, the majority of upstream inter-operonic regions of B. subtilis contained putative binding sites from less than 10 clusters ( Figure 4F ), and 2334 (97%) of the 2400 predicted operons contained putative binding sites of the top 300 clusters. In summary, our algorithm has achieved similarly high prediction accuracy in B. subtilis as in E. coli K12. Therefore, we conclude that our algorithm is very robust, and can be applied to any sequenced prokaryotic genome as long as a few related reference genomes are available.
Comparison of our algorithm with other state-of-the-art methods
To further evaluate our algorithm, we have compared the performance of GLECLUBS to other prior state-of-theart methods that have been applied to E. coli K12 or B. subtilis, where enough CRBSs are known for more objective evaluations. As shown in Table S1 in Supplementary Data, GLECLUBS clearly recovered more known motifs, and covered more operons than any of these algorithms in both the genomes. Furthermore, as we have mentioned earlier, PhyloNet (33), which was designed to predict CRBSs at a genome scale in simple eukaryotic (33) and prokaryotic (34) genomes, is probably the most comparable algorithm to GLECLUBS in terms of the scope of predictions that they both can achieve. However, the outputs of PhyloNet are a set of redundant motifs that need to be further clustered in an ad-hoc manner (33, 34) , and it has not been applied to either E. coli K12 or B. subtilis by its authors. Therefore, to compare the two algorithms, we applied GLECLUBS to S. oneidensis using 33 reference genomes selected from the 124 sequenced firmicutes ( Figure S3 ). The similarity scores of the 91 000 input motifs from 2275 predicted operons in S. oneidensis have a similar distribution to those of the input motifs from E. coli K12 and B. subtilis ( Figure 3C ). In addition, the density of the motif similarity graph as a function of the cutoff b is also similar to those of E. coli K12 and B. subtilis ( Figure S8 ).
As shown in Figure 4C , the number of cumulative unique putative binding sites predicted in S. oneidensis by GLECLUBS increased very rapidly with the increase in the rank of motifs, and then saturated at 5900 around the top 300 clusters followed by a small linear increase as seen in B. subtilis and E. coli K12, suggesting that the S. oneidensis genome might contain about 300 motifs. However, the saturation of unique putative binding sites in S. oneidensis was faster than in E. coli K12, but slower than in B. subtilis in the top 200 clusters, although the three genomes encode similar numbers of genes (4467 in S. oneidensis, 4237 in E. coli K12, and 4105 in B. subtilis) and operons (2275 in S. oneidensis, 2313 in E. coli K12, and 2400 in B. subtilis). This might reflect the fact that the number (243) of TFs encoded in S. oneidensis (36) is fewer than that (314) in E. coli K12 (61), but more than that (238) in B. subtilis (65) . Furthermore, as seen in E. coli K12 and B. subtilis, the majority of upstream interoperonic regions of S. oneidensis contained putative binding sites from less than 10 clusters ( Figure 4F ), and 2147 (94.4%) of the 2275 predicted operons contained putative binding sites of the top 300 clusters. Thus, we have likely achieved similar prediction accuracy in S. oneidensis as in B. subtilis and E. coli K12. In contrast, Liu et al. (34) used two input sequence datasets (I and II) to predict CRBSs in S. oneidensis, and PhyloNet output 203 and 1665 redundant motifs from datasets I and II, respectively. To remove the redundancy, they applied an ad-hoc hierarchical clustering procedure to these predictions, resulting in 194 none-redundant motifs, covering only 849 operons, which clearly underestimated the number of motifs that the S. oneidensis genome may contain given that the genome is predicted to encode at least 238 TFs (36) . One possible reason for this under-prediction might be that PhyloNet was aimed to only search for palindromic motifs, but not all CRBSs are palindromic. In addition, since experimentally characterized CRBSs in S. oneidensis are still very limited (34), we followed the practice of Liu et al. (34) , and compared our predicted motifs with these 194 motifs for their abilities to recover the top 24 conserved motifs between S. oneidensis and E. coli K12 (the first 24 motifs in Table 2 in Liu et al. (34) , 13 of which are palindromic motifs). First, the combined 194 motifs predicted by Liu et al. recovered only nine (69.2%) of the 13 palindromic motifs, though their algorithm was aimed to predict palindromic motifs in this application (34) . In contrast, as shown in Figure S10 and Table S1 , our top 197 motifs recovered 12 (92.3%) of the 13 palindromic motifs. Second, the 194 motifs predicted by Liu et al. did not recover any non-palindromic motif of the 24 conserved motifs except the 9 palindromic motifs, thus they only predicted 9 (37.5%) of the 24 motifs (34). In contrast, as shown in Figure S10 and Table S1 , our top 197 motifs recovered 16 (66.4%) of the 24 motifs, including four nonpalindromic motifs. In addition, our top 300 motifs recovered 18 (75%) of the 24 motifs (Table S10) . Third, Liu et al. (34) found that their 194 motifs recovered four motifs from an earlier work of Tan et al. (66) . In contrast, as shown in Figure S10 , our top 197 motifs recovered seven motifs by Tan et al. (66) , including the four motifs recovered by Liu et al. (34) . Therefore, GLECLUBS outperformed PhyloNet not only in efficiency of clustering motifs, but also in prediction sensitivity and specificity. The top 20 motifs predicted in S. oneidensis by GLECLUBS are shown in Figure S11 , which include six of the top 24 conserved motifs between S. oneidensis and E. coli K12 and two possible s-factor binding site motifs. The top 300 predicted motifs in S. oneidensis are available at our website (http://gleclubs.uncc.edu/pbs/).
DISCUSSION
Our algorithm has achieved high prediction accuracy and robustness Genome-wide experimental characterization of CRBSs in all the sequenced genomes remains an open problem due to the tedious and laborious work required by even the most high-throughput experimental methods such as the ChIP-chip technique (67) . Furthermore, the ChIP-chip technique is also limited by the conditions that allow the TF to bind to its binding sites as well as the low resolution nature of the technique, as it can only locate the possible binding sites in a region of hundreds to thousands bp length sequences. With the availability of increasing numbers of sequenced prokaryotic genomes, comparative genomics-based computational methods will become more and more powerful in deciphering the CRBSs in all the sequenced prokaryotic genomes. In this study, we have developed an algorithm called GLECLUBS for genome-wide de novo prediction of CRBSs in prokaryotic genomes based on the principles of comparative genomics. We have designed several novel features into our algorithm to address the three identified difficulties associated with the CRBS prediction problem as follows.
First, since any sequence segment can be potentially a binding site, motif-finding tools generally work by identifying the overrepresented sequences in a set of input sequences as the possible binding sites. Therefore, the quality of the inter-operonic sequences greatly affects the performance of motif-finding tools. An ideal high quality inter-operonic sequence set should contain as many as possible sequences that contain the binding sites of the orthologous TFs, and these binding sites should be conserved enough yet their flanking sequences should be divergent enough, so that the binding sites can be readily identified. In order to increase the quality of the input inter-operonic sequences for the phylogenetic footprinting procedure, we have designed a new method for selecting reference genomes. When compared with the reference genomes selected by the conventional method, those selected by our method are more likely to facilitate the separation of true CRBSs from spurious ones, as indicated by the left-shifted distribution curve of the similarity scores based on our method ( Figure 3C ). One possible explanation for this is that our method tends to select reference genomes that have the most similar gene transcription regulatory networks to the target genome, thus the extracted input sequences are more likely to contain similar binding sites of orthologous TFs, yet the flanking sequences are divergent enough to allow the binding sites to stand out. Furthermore, instead of using the interoperonic sequence set J g associated with a group of orthologous genes, O g , as the input sequences for the motiffinding tools, we used the union I o of inter-operonic sequence sets fJ g : g 2 og, which also facilitates the separation of true binding sites and spurious ones as indicated by the left-shifted distribution curve of the motif similarity scores based on the sets fI o g compared to that based on fJ g g ( Figure 3C ). The reason for this might be that the union operation likely increases the number of sequences containing true binding sites in the input sequences, and thus increases the possibility that the true binding sites can be found by a motif-finding tool. This is reminiscence of the incorporation of co-regulated genes that improves the motif-finding through phylogenetic footprinting (68) . Second, in order to overcome the problem that the current sequence-based motif-finding tools can only predict a small fraction of binding sites in the input sequences, we have used multiple motif-finding tools, and have optimized the combination of the tools and the number of outputs that each tool returns based on its performances on predicting the known binding sites and its complementary effect on the others. The total number of motifs returned by the motif-finding tools is also the trade-off of the coverage of known CRBSs and the number of spurious predictions included. Third, due to the short length and degenerate nature of the binding sites, there are many irrelevant sequences in the genome similar to a true binding site; to complicate the problem further, some binding sites of the same TF are not similar to one another at all (Figure 7 ) (26) . Both factors make the task of separating the true binding sites from the spurious ones very challenging. To tackle this problem, we have first introduced a new metric to measure the similarity between two motifs. Although numerous motif similarity metrics have been proposed (43) (44) (45) (46) , some are based on the frequency matrices of the two compared motifs (such as PCC, pCS, SSD and AC), some are based on the frequency matrices and position weight matrices (PWMs) of the two compared motifs (such as ALLR), and some are based on the relative entropy of two compared columns of the motifs (such as AKL), none of them can achieve a satisfactory result for our purpose of efficiently separating the true motifs from the spurious ones ( Figure 1A ). Our metric uses not only the frequency matrices and PWMs of the two compared motifs, but also the information content of each column of the motifs. Moreover, our metric is based on the optimal alignment without gaps in the middle between the two compared motifs, and is normalized to the length of compared motifs; therefore, motifs of different lengths can be efficiently compared. Hence, it is not surprising that our metric outperforms all of these existing metrics for our purpose ( Figure 3A and B) . We then developed a graphtheoretic based algorithm to separate the true motifs from the spurious ones through an iterative motif similarity graph construction and clustering process, with varying stringency in each step of motif similarity graph construction.
When applied to the E. coli K12 and B. subtilis genomes with the same parameter settings, GLECLUBS can rapidly recover by its top-ranked predictions $81% known CRBSs in both genomes identified by the five motif-finding tools. More importantly, the recovery rates of known binding sites as well as the number of unique putative CRBSs saturated around the top 400 and 300 motifs for E. coli K12 and B. subtilis, respectively. These saturation points are in excellent agreement with the numbers of TFs possible encoded in the genomes. Further validation of our predictions in E. coli K12 using a compendium of microarray gene expression dataset indicates that we have achieved the same level of accuracy for the predicted new motifs as for those that contain known binding sites. Therefore, GLECLUBS was neither over trained on the known binding sites, nor biased to the E. coli K2 genome. Taking together, our algorithm has achieved high sensitivity as well as high specificity in both genomes in identifying the true binding sites in the input motifs predicted by multiple motif-finding tools and is also very robust, therefore can be applied to any prokaryotic genomes. One possible explanation for the robustness of GLECLUBS is that it only contains two parameters needed to be optimized, i.e. the motif length L as one of the inputs of the motiffinding tools and the motif similarity cutoff b for the construction of motif similarity graphs. However, both the motif length and the similarity between two sub-motifs recognized by the same TF are mainly governed by the physical and chemical principles of protein DNA interactions, and thus they are not likely to be species specific. In other words, the range of motifs length and the level of similarity of binding sites of a motif should be very similar in at least bacterial genomes. This conclusion is strongly supported by the similar distributions of the length of known CRBSs in E. coli K12 and B. subtilis ( Figure S7 ), as well as the similar distributions of the similarity scores of the sub-motifs of the known motifs in E. coli K12 and B. subtilis ( Figure 3C ). Furthermore, our results showed that both the motif length and similarity cutoff were robust in a range of values in the same genomes ( Figure S6 and S8) .
When compared with other state-of-the-art genomewide CRBS prediction algorithms that have been applied to E. coli K12 and/or B. subtilis, GLECLUBS outperformed all of them in terms of the number of known motifs recovered and the number of operons covered in both the genomes (Table S1 ). In addition, GLECLUBS out-performed the more recently developed PhyloNet algorithm (33) in terms of motif clustering efficiency, and prediction sensitivity and specificity when evaluated on the S. oneidensis genome. Furthermore, PhyloNet seems to require intergenic sequences from very closely related genomes (e.g., genomes from the same genus) for better performance (34) ; however, such a requirement cannot be always met. Therefore, our algorithm is more applicable, as its output requires no further process, and it only needs moderately related reference genomes for accurate predictions. With the availability of exponentially increasing number of sequenced prokaryotic genomes, it is highly possible to identify enough number of such reference genomes for any sequenced prokaryotic genomes.
The bottlenecks of genome-wide CRBS predictions
The performance of our algorithm depends on two pieces of information: (i) the operon structures in the target genome as well as in the reference genomes; and (ii) the input motifs found by multiple motif-finding tools. In the foreseeable future, operon structures in sequenced genomes will be mainly provided by computational predictions instead of experimental determination due to the enormous work that may incur. Therefore, we did not even use the known operon structures in both E. coli K12 and B. subtilis to make sure that our algorithm is robust enough to be applied to other less well-studied genomes. However, we have found that the accuracy of operon prediction is a major limiting factor for the performance of our algorithm. Even with the most accurate operon prediction algorithm developed so far (39, 40) , only about 84.6% and 83.3% known operons in E. coli K12 and B. subtilis, respectively, can be correctly predicted (40) . Based on such predictions, the location of only 85 $ 86% known CRBSs in both genomes are correctly extracted as inter-operonic regions, and thus can be potentially identified by the motif-finding tools in the phylogenetic footprinting procedure ( Table 1 ). The rest 14 $ 15% known CRBSs were missed by the procedure simply because they were not in the extracted inter-operonic regions. Further improvement of operon prediction algorithms or the development of other strategies will certainly increase the sensitivity of our algorithm.
Another limiting factor for the performance of our algorithm is the prediction accuracy of the motif-finding tools used in our algorithm to predict the input motifs. Although our algorithm was designed to overcome the problem of the low prediction sensitivity and specificity of current motif-finding tools by using an optimized combination of multiple outputs of multiple tools, for the sake of computational efficiency, the number of the input motifs can not be too large. This requirement affects the performance of our algorithm to some extent. Therefore, improvement of motif-finding tools and their combination in the future are likely to increase the sensitivity of our algorithm further, as our algorithm is very flexible to include any new motif-finding tools.
Furthermore, our graph clustering algorithm also has room for further improvement, although it has achieved $81% sensitivity and possibly high specificity to predict true binding sites in a large number of input motifs in both the E. coli K12 and B. subtilis genomes. Therefore, when all of these factors are considered, and the results are evaluated on the all known binding sites, we can only predict $64% of them in both E. coli K12 and B. subtilis (Table 1) . In order to achieve higher prediction sensitivity and specificity and to identify all possible CRBSs encoded in a genome, all these three bottlenecks in our prediction pipeline need to be well addressed in the future.
Lastly, the binding sites of some different TFs were clustered in the same cluster due to the large overlap or high similarity of these binding sites; on the other hand, some binding sites of the same TF were clustered into different clusters due to the dissimilarity of these distinct sub-motifs. These phenomena had also been noted by an earlier study (26) , suggesting that gene regulation is a far more complicated problem than previously imagined in that the same TF can bind to distinct motifs by adapting different configurations, and different TFs of the same family can binding to very similar binding sites. These observations might indicate the limitations of the sequence based genome-wide motif-finding algorithms, which assume that the same TF recognizes similar binding sites, and different TFs recognize distinct motifs. Solving these problems might require additional information such as the 3-dimensional structures of TFs encoded in the genomes.
Biological insights of our predictions into the cis-regulatory systems in E. coli K12 and B. subtilis E. coli K12 and B. subtilis are the most extensively studied model organisms for Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria, respectively, for all aspects of bacterial biology, including gene transcription regulation. Although many important gene transcription machineries have been derived from the studies of these two organisms, so far we only know fewer than half of the cis-regulatory systems in both organisms after decades of research (1) (2) (3) . Hence, we are still far away from having a holistic view of the gene transcription regulatory networks in any of the studied organisms. In this study, we have provided so far the most extensive lists of high quality candidates of new cis-regulatory binding motifs as well as regulons in both E. coli K12 and B. subtilis for further experimental characterization. Intriguingly, in both the genomes, the predicted new cis-regulatory binding motifs are close to the number of (putative) TFs whose binding sites are unknown. As our algorithm has likely achieved high prediction specificity, it would be reasonable to believe that most of these predictions are likely to be the binding site motifs of these (putative) TFs whose binding sites as well as regulons are largely unknown. Furthermore, since our predictions have tremendously narrowed down the candidates of CRBSs in the voluminous genome sequences, it becomes feasible to experimentally verify these predictions and, at the same time, to map each predicted motif to its cognate binding TF. For instance, one can use a doublestranded oligo-DNA containing the consensus sequence of a predicted motif to pull down the cognate TF from a pooled lysates of bacterial cells cultured under different conditions, presumably at least one of which can activate the TF; and then identify the bound protein using mass spectrometry analysis (69) . Thus, combining our predictions with a high throughput DNA affinity capture and a protein identification technique can greatly facilitate the elucidation of the entire gene transcription regulatory networks in these model organisms in particular, and in any other sequenced prokaryotic genome in general.
Implications for current genome annotation efforts
One of the major objectives of current genome annotation is to define all of the functional sequence elements in the sequenced genomes. For practical reasons, this can only be done by highly accurate computational predictions. However, due to the aforementioned reasons, current genome annotation efforts are mainly focused on coding sequences, and little has been achieved on the annotation of CRBSs in most sequenced prokaryotic genomes (3). The relatively high prediction accuracy and robustness of our algorithm imply that it can be used to annotate the CRBSs in any sequenced prokaryotic genome as long as a few moderately related reference genomes are available. With more prokaryote genomes sequenced, this restriction will no longer exist for any sequenced genomes in the near future. Of course, to apply our algorithm to all the sequenced prokaryotic genomes, we need to further improve its computational efficiency, which we believe, is highly doable. First, our current algorithm only focuses on the target genome, the information about the CRBSs in dozens of reference genomes are not fully utilized. Full utilization of this information will possibly lead to the prediction of the CRBSs not only in the target genome, but also in all of the reference genomes as well. This will speed up the algorithm dozens of times. Second, the program can be easily parallelized, which can speed up the algorithm further. We are in the process of constructing a relational database to store our predicted CRBSs from the genomes to which our algorithm has been or will be applied. We hope that the database will
